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“Their appearance and their work was, as it were, a wheel within 
a wheel.” Ezekiel 126 
A simple means of representing the structure of all strongly connected directed 
graphs is developed and applied to a certain problem involving the construction 
of “toll booths.” 
A strongly connected digraph is a non-empty directed graph in which an 
oriented path exists from any vertex to any other. The following lemma 
shows that all finite strongly connected digraphs can be constructed in a 
fairly simple way. 
LEMMA 1. Every strongly connected digraph 9 (possibly infinite,) is 
either a single vertex with no arcs, or it can be represented as in Fig. 1 for 
some n 2 1. Here S1 ,..., 9n are strongly connected digraphs; xi and yi are 
(possibly equal) vertices of Si ; and ei is an arc from yi to xi+1 . The original 
digraph ~3 consists of the vertices and arcs of ~23~ ,..., Bn plus the arcs 
el ,..., e, . 
In fact, tf’ v is any given oriented cycle of 9, there exists such a represen- 
tation in which each of the e, is contained in V. 
(Since each of the SBd can be further decomposed in the same way, every 
strongly connected digraph essentially consists of “wheels within wheels.“) 
Proof. Let e be an arc of 9, and let the relation 
x ti y [without e] 
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FIGURE 1. 
mean that oriented paths excluding e exist from x to y and from y to x. 
This is an equivalence relation which partitions the vertices of G9 into 
components, namely, the so-called strong components of 9 - e. 
Suppose that e’ = (x’, y’) and e” = (x”, u”) are distinct arcs such that 
x’ ++ xv, x’ 4+ y’, X” ++ y” [without e]. Let go, Q’, g” denote the 
respective components of x’, y’, and y”; possibly 9’ = 9’. The shortest 
oriented path leading from a vertex of 9” to a vertex of go involves no arcs 
leading from vertices in 9, hence 9 - e’ contains an oriented path from 
9’ to go. Since e” goes back from .9O to 9”, we have 
x” tf y” [without e’]. 
Furthermore 
x +j. y [without e] implies x ++ y [without e’], 
for all x and y, since x ++ y [without e] means that x and y belong to the 
same component, and e’ does not lie within any component. Thus B - e’ 
has fewer strong components than 9 - e. 
Two distinct arcs leading out of the same component, such as e’ and e” 
in the above discussion, may be called “mates.” We shall now prove that 
there is an arc e in u such that 9 - e contains no mates. This will prove 
the lemma, since the components B1 , B2 ,... must then have the cyclic 
form shown, with e = e, , say, and with all the other ei belonging to u. 
If 9 is finite we simply let e be the arc in (J such that 9 - e has the 
fewest components. This will imply the non-existence of mates, since 
another arc e’ of u which is not included in some component cannot have 
a mate, lest 9 - e’ have fewer components. 
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If 9 is infinite the argument is slightly more tricky. We choose e so that 
the minimum possible number of arcs of u fail to lie within components 
of 9 - e; if two arcs e are equally good by this criterion, we choose one 
that minimizes the number of arcs of CJ that have mates. Now 9 .- e 
contains no mates, for, if it did, there would be an arc e’ of u which has 
a mate e”. But this contradicts the choice of e, since c must not lie in a 
component of 9 - e’, and 9 - e’ contains at least one less mated arc 
of u. 1 
If u contains an arc e such that 9 - e is strongly connected, then n = 1 
and the lemma holds rather trivially. But, if 9 contains no such 
“redundant” arcs, then n > 2 and the same will be true for the =9i . 
The representation is not unique, even if o is specified to be a simple 
cycle and 9 contains no redundant arcs; for example, Fig. 2 shows two 
representations with n = 3 when u is the outermost cycle. 
FIGURE 2. 
Lemma 1 is sometimes useful when proving properties of strongly 
connected digraphs by induction, or when finding counterexamples to 
conjectures. We shall consider one application here, namely, thefree route 
to Las Vegas problem. 
THEOREM. Given a $nite, strongly connected network 52 of one-way 
roads between cities, and a designated city called Las Vegas, it is possible 
to erect toli booths on these roads in such a way that the .following three 
conditions are satisfied. 
(i) There is no toll-free cycle. (It is impossible to drive indefinitely 
without paying a toll.) 
(ii) Every road is part of a one-toll cycle. (It is possible to start on any 
road and return to your starting point, paying only one toll.) 
(iii) There is a toll-free route from every city to Las Vegas. 
(Condition (i) calls for comparatively many toll booths, while conditions 
(ii) and (iii) call for comparatively few. By (iii) and (i), every road leaving 
Las Vegas must contain a toll booth.) 
Proof. We argue by induction on the number of roads (i.e., arcs) in 9, 
since the theorem is vacuously true when there are no roads. Using the 
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representation of 9 in Lemma 1, we can erect toll booths in each 9i such 
that (i) and (ii) hold and such that there are toll-free routes from xi to yi , 
for 1 < i < n. Establishing one further toll booth on elL makes con- 
ditions (i) and (ii) hold in the entire digraph. 
Now the proof is completed by applying another lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Using the terminology of the theorem, if (i) and (ii) can be 
achieved in ~9, it is possible to modyy the placement of toll booths so that 
all three conditions are achieved. 
Proof. The following move operation preserves both (i) and (ii), because 
it neither increases the number of toll booths on any cycle nor decreases 
that number to zero: “Let D be a set of cities such that each road 
leading from a city not in D to a city in D contains a toll booth. Destroy 
all these toll booths, and erect new ones on all roads leading from a city 
in D to a city not in D, except on those roads which already have toll 
booths.” 
The proof will be complete if we can show that a sequence of move 
operations will produce condition (iii). 
Given an arrangement of toll booths in 9, satisfying (i) and (ii), let D be 
the set of all cities from which there exists a toll-free route to Las Vegas 
(including Las Vegas itself). 
If condition (iii) is not satisfied, there will be some city not in D; hence, 
there will be a road from some city not in D to some city in D, since 9 is 
strongly connected. The move operation removes the toll from that road, 
and preserves the toll-free property for every city of D. Hence D will grow 
until eventually every city belongs to it, i.e., until condition (iii) holds. If 
FIGURE 3. 
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It is plausible to guess that the theorem could be extended, replacing 
condition (ii) by a similar one: 
(ii’) There is a one-toll route,from Las Vegas to every other city. 
But the counterexample shown in Fig. 3 (obtained by considering 
Lemma 1) shows that this cannot be done in general, since there is a 
unique way to install the toll booths meeting conditions (i) and (iii). 
R. Duncan Lute [ 1 ] has approached the study of strongly connected 
digraphs in quite a different fashion. His theorems are related to, but 
distinct from, the results of the present note, and it is interesting to 
compare the methods. Instead of building strong digraphs up from smaller 
ones, he builds them “down” by successively replacing points by cycles. 
This leads him to a simple inductive proof of a rather curious fact: 
A finite strongly connected digraph on two or more points, which fail,y to be 
strongly connected when any one qf its arcs is removed, always contains at 
least two points whose in and out degrees are unity. 
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